Fictitious

Fictitious definition, created, taken, or assumed for the sake of concealment; not genuine; false: fictitious names. See
more.Fictitious is related to the Latin word ficticius, meaning "artificial" or "feigned." It was first used in English as an
antonym for "natural." For instance, a fake diamond would be referred to as a fictitious one. This use indicates the
word's deeper Latin roots.The film began with a disclaimer that all people and incidents were fictitious, and altered the
case's outcome. A quarter of the names on the electoral lists are fictitious or duplicates.Definition of fictitious - not real
or true; imaginary or fabricated, occurring in or invented for fiction.On the fourth day the fictitious husband is required
to divorce the girl. She is often ill, and always has a fictitious malady in reserve. And the conclusions drawn from them
are sound, although the premises are fictitious. The characters, real and fictitious, are strongly contrasted.fictitious
(comparative more fictitious, superlative most fictitious). invented; contrived. St. Mary Mead is a fictitious village from
the books of Agatha Christie.Fictitious definition: Fictitious is used to describe something that is false or does not exist,
although some Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Fictitious may refer to: Fictitious defendants
Feigned action Ejectment, an action to recover land; John Doe, commonly named as a fictitious defendant.Fictitious
means made up, or imaginary. No matter how real Scarlett O'Hara might seem in "Gone With the Wind," she's a
fictitious character invented by author.Define fictitious (adjective) and get synonyms. What is fictitious (adjective)?
fictitious (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.Most 13 y.o. boys have a fictitious
foot-long shlong. Literally no one can identify the difference between the word "fictitious," and "fictional.".The
adjective fictitious began as a variant of fictional, but the words have differentiated over time. Although both can be
used to mean imaginary or fabricated.Thinkmap Visual Thesaurus: Word Count - Fictional, fictitious, fictive, or
factitious ?.What is a Fictitious Business Name (FBN)?. For an individual, it is a name that does not include the surname
of the individual or a name that suggests the.A fictitious trade is a trade that is booked with an execution date far in the
future, and adjusted to include the correct settlement and trade date when the.Fictitious Business Name Search. A
fictitious business name search may be conducted: Online; In Person; By Mail. Search for a Fictitious Business Name
In.A fictitious name is a name under which any person or business shall do or transact any business in this state which is
other than the true name of such person.This form renews a fictitious name online only. Review and verify your
information for accuracy. Once submitted, the renewal cannot be changed, removed.The purpose of a fictitious name
permit (FNP) is to allow a licensed physician and surgeon or podiatrist to practice under a name other than his or her
own.Fictitious Business Names. Clerk-Recorder services, forms, and documents related to fictitious business names are
gathered here for easy reference.
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